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Abstract-Exploiting symmetries are important in numerical mathematics, both with respect to 
efficient memory usage and with respect to symmetry exploiting algorithms. In this paper, the sym- 
metries of tensors are in focus. A convenient notation for describing coordinate-free tensor symmetries 
is established, based on sets of permutations. Completely symmetric and antisymmetric tensors are 
included as special cases. The extensions to multidimensional arrays with other kinds of symmetries 
or invariant features are also treated. 
The symmetry information is used to represent tensors with symmetries more economically with 
respect to memory. In addition, three algorithms that exploit symmetries are presented. First, 
a Frobenius norm computation is derived. Second, a projection to an index space with general 
symmetries is shown, and proven to be optimal in the Frobenius norm. Third, a symmetry utilizing 
formula for a dual mapping between completely antisymmetric index spaces is shown. 
The implementation of symmetry support in EinSum is discussed. EinSum is a C++ package 
primarily intended for tensor algebra, capable of supporting the Einstein summation convention. De- 
tails on the symmetry part of the implementation are explained. Code for the implementation of 
the Frobenius norm, the general projection, and the dual mapping is shown, illustrating how symme- 
try aware software may decrease both the memory usage and the number of arithmetic operations. 
@ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
<‘ patterns that have a high degree of symmetry are easier to remember than those 
that lack them. They contain redundant information and can be stored more economi- 
cally. Symmetry offers efficiency in grasping, storing and recalling information.” 
Syed Jan Abas, [l, p. 341 
There is something inherently appealing with symmetries, demonstrated for instance by the works 
of Escher or the usage of patterns in Islamic art [l]. It is also evident in nature, where some species 
are believed to choose breeding partners based on symmetry considerations [2]. Symmetries are 
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actually relevant to an enormously wide range of areas: spanning from literature and dance 
to physics and mathematics [3,4]. In this document, we discuss data structures suitable for 
exploiting symmetries in tensor calculus, with applications for instance in elasticity or relativity 
theory, and many other branches of physics 151. To discuss these data structures, it is natural 
to use concepts from group theory. This is not surprising, since symmetries were one important 
source of inspiration during the development of group theory [6, p. 461. 
In order to support tensor calculus on a computer, tensors are normally represented in com- 
ponent form, quite similar to a multidimensional array. In our presentation, we do observations 
on symmetries for tensors as coordinate-free objects, and show the implications for tensors in 
component form. We also discuss symmetries for general tables or arrays, not necessarily rep- 
resenting tensors. Thus, we describe an efficient method to store arrays which display a wide 
variety of symmetries. 
As an additional motivation for our interest in symmetries, we present three simple algorithms 
that utilize symmetries. First, we discuss the computation of the Frobenius norm, which is useful 
in order to compare tensors in component form. Second, a projection to an arbitrary symmetry 
is devised, and proven to be optimal in the Frobenius norm. Third, we present a symmetry 
exploiting version of the Hodge star operator, a mapping between two completely antisymmetric 
spaces, used in tensor calculus. 
When developing software for scientific computing, the importance of appropriate data abstrac- 
tions in order to handle the complexity is getting more and more recognized [7]. Even in this 
paper, where the problem domain area is quite focused, this observation is crucial. For instance, 
we point out the separation of tensors from tensor spaces, and the separation of indices from in- 
dex spaces. The relation between symmetries in the tensor space and the index space is utilized 
to devise efficient data structures for tensors in component form. Thus, tensors in component 
form may be declared as data structures which are indexed according to such an index space. 
Symmetry support has been included in the EinSum package.’ EinSum is a C++ package 
under development intended for tensor calculus [S]. The mechanisms for supporting symmetries 
in EinSum is described. In this context, we emphasize the tight coupling between the studied 
mathematical concepts and the specified computer abstractions. It makes it possible to write 
C++ code with high resemblance to mathematical formulas, as illustrated by our code examples. 
There are a number of projects and products with similar data structures, for instance 
Pooma [9]> MTL [IO], Maple, and Mathematics. In comparison, this paper contains a more 
comprehensive description of multidimensional index spaces with symmetries than we have seen 
elsewhere. Particularly, we highlight the relation between symmetries in the tensor space and the 
index space, and we provide a more general approach to index spaces. In addition, EinSum is 
also capable of supporting index notation, including the Einstein summation convention, which 
implies summation over repeated indices. Index notation is very common for tensor calculus. 
This document is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the basic concepts and we 
establish a notation for representing tensor symmetries. In Section 3, we give examples on sym- 
metry exploiting algorithms. The design and implementation of software for tensor symmetries 
are discussed in Section 4. Examples in Section 5 demonstrate the usage of symmetries in Ein- 
Sum. In Section 6, we conclude that the introduced concepts and the implemented abstractions 
are useful in order to utilize symmetries both in order to represent tensors more economically 
and to devise algorithms that exploit symmetries. 
2. RELATIONS BETWEEN TENSOR 
SYMMETRIES AND INDEX SPACE SYMMETRIES 
In this section, we establish a notation by recapitulating some elementary group concepts and 
relating them to the symmetry of tensors. For a more comprehensive treatment of groups, consult 
'Seehttp://www.tdb.uu.se/-krister/EinSum/. 
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any elementary algebra book, for instance [6]. For more details on tensors, see for instance [5,11]. 
In order to make the presentation clearer, we will simplify the notation and only discuss 
tensors in orthogonal coordinate systems, where it is not necessary to distinguish contravariant 
and covariant components, or upper and lower indices [12]. The extension to non-Cartesian 
tensors is straight-forward, and has been carried out in our implementation. For the current 
exposition, however, the following definition of a tensor is adequate.2 
DEFINITION 1. Let ldn = vd x , x vd ---f !J? be a tensor space with dimension d and rank n, 
where Vd denotes a vect& space of dimension d. A coordinate-free tensor T E Tdn is conceived 
as a mapping which takes n arguments vu, E vd and produces a real number, 
Our interest is in symmetry properties of tensors. The standard way of defining (completely) 
symmetric and antisymmetric tensors is as follows, where 2, c 2 denotes the interval [l, n]. 
DEFINITION 2. Define a completely symmetric tensor T E Tdn as a tensor whose action upon n 
arbitrary vector arguments is invariant when any two arguments are interchanged, 
T(q ,..., q ,..., vI, ,..., vn)=T(q ,..., olc ,..., w1 ,..., wun), k,l E 2,. 
Similarly, define a completely antisymmetric tensor T E Tt M a tensor whose action upon n 
arbitrary vector arguments changes sign when any two arguments are interchanged, 
T(wl,. . . ,q,. , wk ,..., vn)=-T(wI ,..., vk I..., vl,..., v,), k,l E 2,. 
Often, the attribute “completely” is omitted, since these symmetries are the most common. 
Msxwells equations, for example, may be written in coordinate-free form as a relation between 
completely antisymmetric tensors [ll, Section 5.111. However, other symmetries are also of 
interest. One example is provided by Hookes tensor A E Id4 in elasticity, which display the 
following symmetries: 
A(W:!,Vl,V3,W4)= il(Vl,V2,W4,V3)= h(V3:V4,Vl,W2)= A(Vl,V2,V3rW4). (1) 
So far, we have discussed tensors and symmetries strictly from a coordinate-free perspective, 
to emphasize that tensor symmetries are inherent in the tensors themselves, and do not belong 
to their representation in any particular coordinate system with basis vectors {el, . . , ed} E vd. 
However, in order to represent tensors on a computer, the component form of a tensor is conve- 
nient 
DEFINITION 3. The components of a tensor are real numbers obtained when the tensor acts on n 
basis vectors { el , . . , ed} 
The index z = 21 . an contains n juxtapositioned integers in the range 2d = [l, d], that is, 
Z 6 2; = 2d x . x _&. A tensor {T,} E In in component form is conceived as a table which 
maps a multi-index with n indices and produces a real number, 
{T,} : 2,” -+ R2. 
Subsequently, we will mostly discuss tensors in component form. It facilitates the notation, and 
as we shortly will show, symmetric properties of tensors are valid in all coordinate systems, and 
2The definition assumes that the concept of a vector space is understood. For a more comprehensive treatment. 
consult for instance 1131. 
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therefore, it is no severe limitation. Any restriction of the tensor space with respect to symmetries 
are transferred to the component form as well. For instance, Definitions 2 and 3 immediately 
yield that the following properties hold: for a completely symmetric tensor in component form, 
and, similarly, for a completely antisymmetric tensor in component form, 
T 2 ,... z ,... Zk...Z, = -T, ,... tb...t ,... tnr k,l E 2,. (4) 
In order to generalize these results to arbitrary symmetries, we must refine the description 
of symmetries. It is natural to turn our attention to which permutations of the arguments do 
actually preserve the action of the tensor, and which permutations give the same result but with 
opposite sign. We use the following notation for permutations. 
DEFINITION 4. Let P,, be the permutation group3 of 2,, that is, all bijections u : 2,, --$ 2,. 
The action of u E P, on an index z E 22 is given by 
u(2) = u(z1.. .2,) = Zc(l) . . 2m(n). 
Note that composition of permutations associates with action on an index: o(p(z)) = (ap)(z). 
We may now define a restriction of a tensor space with respect to a general tensor symmetry, 
given two arbitrary sets of permutations. 
DEFINITION 5. Given S C_ P,, and A C P,, define Idnls,~ C TT as the subspace of Tt such that, 
for every T E ITIs,A acting on n arguments vi E vd, 
T(%(l)r.. . A+,,) = T(vl,. . ,vn), VUES, 
T (G(I), . . , vUa(n)) = -T(vl, ,v,), V'crEA. 
The observations in equations (3) and (4) are now readily generalized. Following immediately 
from Definitions 3 and 5, we obtain this corollary. 
COROLLARY 6. For a tensor {T,} E Idn(s,~ written in component form, 
T 4%) - - T,, VUES, 
T CL(z) = -T,, VCYEA. 
Conversely, if these relations hold in all coordinate systems, T E TT (s,A . 
The permutations in S and A are not necessarily all permutations p such that T,,(Z) = fT,. 
DEFINITION 7. Given I;(s,A, define permutation sets 3 C P, and A c P, as the sets of all 
permutations such that, 
u~hT(w,(~),.. .r~,(,))=T(vl,...,v,), vT E %%‘,A T 
cr~A~T(v,(,),...,w,(,)) =-T(wI,...,~, VT E V1s.A 
We note that S and A have the following properties. 
3Remark: The usual notation is S,,, S indicating the symmetric group. However, “symmetric” is such an over- 
loaded term. and in this context we choose a less orthodox notation. 
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PROPOSITION 8. The set S is a subgroup of S U ii, which is a subgroup of P,. 
PROOF. The identity permutation e is in ,!? and 3 U A. For u, p E 3, 
T 46$~)) - -T P(Z) = T,, 
all T, E Tdnjs,~, so cp E S. Similarly for ,‘? U /T. I 
Moreover, since ,!? is a subgroup, 0 E 3 + 0-l E 3 immediately follows. We also have the 
following. 
PROPOSITION 9. cy E A + 0-l E A. 
PROOF. T,-I,(,) = T, = -T,(,), all T E TIs,A, cx E AZ E 22. Let 3 = (Y(Z) gives T,-I(,) = 
-T3 =+ CY-’ E A. I 
The relations between S, A, and S,A are important. The following result is given without 
proof. 
PROPOSITION 10. ,? U 2 is generated by S U A. If an element in S U A can be generated by a 
product of elements in S U A such that the product contains an even number of elements in A, 
the element is in S. If an element in S U .d can be generated by a product of elements in S U A 
such that the product contains an odd number of elements in A, the element is in A. 
It is not certain that s and A are disjunct. However, if 3 and A are not disjunct, all components 
of the tensor are zero. 
PROPOSITION 11. If 
SnAf0, 
then 
PROOF. Consider e E 3 n A. Then T,(,) = T, = -T,(,), all z. E 22. Therefore, T E 0. I 
As long as we are interested only in symmetries related to permutations of the arguments, the 
notation discussed here covers all symmetry properties a tensor may have. A completely symmet- 
ric tensor, for instance, belongs to the space Inlp2,g, where P,’ is the set of all transpositions, 
i.e., permutations that swap just two numbers. Transpositions were the permutations used in 
Definition 2. Clearly, Pz = P,, because every permutation can be constructed by transpositions. 
Thus, the space of completely symmetric tensors may also be written 7$[pn,o. Similarly, the 
space of completely antisymmetric tensors may be denoted Idnlg,p; according to definition. It 
may also be stated IdnlpE po where Pz and Pt are the sets of even and odd permutations, re- 
spectively. An even/odip&mutation is equal to an even/odd number of transpositions. The 
symmetry of Hookes tensor may be given by 7ilpu B where PF is the set of all permutations 
generated by the permutations described in equatioy (1). Finally, we remark that even a tensor 
space with no (nontrivial) symmetries is symmetric under the identity permutation e. Therefore, 
it can be denoted Idn(jel,e. 
We are interested in the properties of an index space 22 when indexing a tensor in a symmetry 
restricted tensor space Idnls,_4, and we proceed by defining equivalences and orbits in 22, based 
on the symmetry sets 5’ and A. 
DEFINITION 12. Let J N a be an equivalence under S U A if a(z) = 3, some u E S U A. 
This is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, because s U A is a group. 
DEFINITION 13. Let the orbit 0, of z under S U A be (3 E 22 1 _I N 2). Let (21 be the size of the 
orbit O,, that is, the number of elements in the orbit. 
We want to identify one element in the orbit as the canonical element. Assuming that we have 
an ordering of 22, so that a < J makes sense, we can define the canonical element as follows. 
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DEFINITION 14. Let the canonical element ‘i of an orbit 0, be the smallest element in orbit, 
It is, of course, only necessary to store a tensor value for the canonical index in each orbit. 
However, if antisymmetries are present, one must keep track of the sign. It is also possible, based 
only on symmetry considerations, that some indices refer to components which must be zero 
regardless of coordinate system. We can map each index to a “sign” (-1, 0, or 1) as follows. 
DEFINITION 15. Let n/r, C %JA be the set ofpermutations in i?Uii such that p E M, + p(z) = C 
Define the sign of z under 3 U _d as 
i 
0, if (M,nS) #0# (Mnii), 
s(z) = 1, if (n/rzns) #0= (MZnW), 
-1, if (M,n,!?) =0# (M%nii). 
It is not necessary to store the canonical element in those orbits that are known to have zero 
sign. We may also join all orbits with zero sign into one orbit, which corresponds to an amended 
equivalence. 
DEFINITION 16. Let 2 M 3 ej 2 N :, or s(2) = S(J) = 0, and define orbits accordingly. The zero 
orbit is the orbit whose elements have zero sign. 
Note that “x” is an equivalence because all elements of a given m-orbit either have zero or 
nonzero sign. 
We have now developed tools such that we can restrict the index space for a tensor in a 
symmetry restricted tensor space. The above definitions immediately yield the following result. 
PROPOSITION 17. Let Z;\S,A denote the index space which has a sign function according to 
Definition 15 and orbits according to Definition 16. A tensor {T,} E ~~Js,A can, in component 
form, be indexed by indices a E 221~~. For each component T,, the relation to the component 
referred to by the canonical element of z is 
T, = s(z)T?. (5) 
Another immediate consequence of the definitions is the following result. 
PROPOSITION 18. A tensor {T,} E 7;ls,A has as many independent components as there are 
orbits in Z$/S,,J, excluding the zero orbit. The set of canonical elements with nonzero sign is 
denoted 2zJs,~. 
We conclude this section with a generalization of the concept of a restricted index space. So 
far, we have developed theory based on a restricted tensor space ?;$ls,~, and we have explained 
how the component form {T,} E ‘T$\s,A can be represented economically by z E 22 1s~. For more 
general index spaces, we generalize our definition of an index space which supports symmetries 
as follows. 
DEFINITION 19. Let {T,} E 7 = 7nlx’..Xnd b e a table with N = n, ni elements, indexed 
by indices z E 2 = 2,, x . x Z,,. Assume an equivalence - in 2 and a sign function 
s : 2 + {-l,O,l}, such that s(z) = s(g) = 0 + a - 1. The table space ‘i & 7 is the - and s 
restricted table space where relation (5) holds. 
This definition may be applied to tensor symmetries and to several other data structures 
common in linear algebra. For example, a lower triangular matrix belongs to an index space 
characterized by a sign function where s(z) = 0 if 21 < 22, else s(z) = 1. A Toeplitz matrix is 
constant on its diagonals, and it may thus be characterized by an equivalence a N J * 22 - 21 = 
~2 - ~1. Below, we will see examples on algorithms that utilize symmetries in this general sense. 
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3. SOME SYMMETRY EXPLOITING ALGORITHMS 
In the previous section, theory for understanding and representing tensor symmetries was 
developed. We now turn our attention to a few algorithms that exploit symmetries. As a 
preliminary, we discuss computation of a general Frobenuis norm, a useful norm in many linear 
algebra situations. Next, we generalize symmetrization algorithms and present a projection 
algorithm for restricting a component form tensor (or array) to an index space with symmetries, 
and we prove that this is the optimal projection in the Frobenius norm. Finally, we discuss the 
Hodge star operator, which is a mapping between two completely antisymmetric tensor spaces. 
3.1. F’robenius Norm 
The Frobenius norm is a convenient norm in many linear algebra situations. Generalized to 
component form tensors it is defined by 
lPJl$ = c (T212. 
VzE2 
If the index space exploits symmetries, it is of course enough to sum only over the nonzero 
canonical elements z E 8, and the formula becomes 
llm = c wJ2. (7) 
V&f 
3.2. General Symmetrisation Algorithm 
The symmetrization of a tensor is often defined as 
where the factor l/n! comes from the number of permutations in P,. Similarly, the antisym- 
metrization of a tensor is often defined 
where sgn(a) depends on if u is an even or odd permutation. As algorithms, these are inefficient. 
For instance S(T) ii1 = l/6 (CT=, Tirr). Using the terminology of the previous section, we may 
unite these algorithms as a projection 
as follows: 
z $! 2 and s(z) = 0, 
z 4 2 and s(z) # 0. 
(8) 
Note that x(n(T)) = n(T), so r is indeed a projection. We also remark that the sign of an 
index S(Z) is a generalization of the the sign of a permutation. For the complete antisymmetric 
case, the definitions are consistent because L? consists of all even permutations and A consists of 
all odd permutations. Thus, the algorithm is applicable for both symmetrization and antisym- 
metrization, plus all other cases where we have an equivalence and a sign defined for the index 
space, for instance a Toeplitz matrix. For the symmetrization and the Toeplitz matrix it is easy 
to show that projection (8) yields the optimal projection in the Frobenius norm. This is also the 
general case. 
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THEOREM 20. Projection (8) of a tensor to a restricted space is optimal according to the Frobe- 
nius norm 
PROOF. Reorder the sum so that components in same orbit are added together 
11s - Tlf7 = C(S% - T,)2 = c -y(S% - T,)2. 
zET cl SO 
which has minimum for S, = (l/jZ/) CzEO s(z)T, which is equal to x(T)~ for all independent 
components 2 E 221.9,A Of n(T). I 
3.3. Hodge Star 
The Hodge star operator provides a mapping * : AZ :---f AT, for d = m + n and where AZ = 
7plp~ Pi denotes a completely antisymmetric tensor space, and computed as follows (cf. the 
defi&o”n of * in [ll]): 
where E E A: is the Levi-Civita symbol. It may be regarded as a completely antisymmetric 
tensor4 whose only independent element has value 1. A summation over repeated indices are 
understood according to the Einstein summation convention. That is, we sum over 9, and the 
equation may be explicitly written as *T, = (l/n!) c, cJ2Tj. 
As before, this is inefficient. Again, the formula can be rewritten so that only canonical 
elements is used. Using juxtaposition of indices, ~a E 2:, and we obtain 
Note that there is only one combination of canonical indices a and J where the juxtapositioned 
index ~a has nonzero sign. 
This formula allows a simple proof of the result (cf. [ll, pp. 126-1281) 
**T, = (-l)mnT,. 
To see this, first note that the sign S(ZJ)S(JZ) depends on whether the permutation p which 
permutes ZJ to JZ is odd or even. With a~ = p(ja) one finds that s(aj)s(Ja) = sgn(p) = (-l)m”. 
The last identity follows because the permutation requires the moving of n indices Jj behind 
the m indices ai, a total of mn transpositions. Now, 
**T3 = s(aj) *T, = s(aJ)s(ja)T3 = (-l)mnT’. 
4Actually, the Levi-Civita symbol is a table rather than a tensor, since it does not transform as a tensor. 
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4. SYMMETRY SUPPORT IN EINSUM 
In this section, we relate the symmetry concepts that we have developed to an actual imple- 
mentation. We describe how symmetries were included in the EinSum project, a C++ package 
with special support for tensor algebra. The purpose of this section is twofold. The first goal 
is pragmatic: the implementation of the symmetry aspects of EinSum is described in order to 
clarify some details regarding the application examples in the next section. The second aim is 
more philosophical: we emphasize that the results in earlier sections should not be seen just as 
small intellectual exercises, but they offer valuable input for design. The earlier results are helpful 
in order to find data structures and operations, to choose appropriate names, and to specify the 
data structures and the operations. 
EinSum is an ongoing project, and the implementation as well as some interfaces are likely to 
change in future versions. Nevertheless, we believe that the implementation described here and 
the application examples given in the next section nicely illustrate the close interplay between 
mathematical theory and the design of expressive computer packages for mathematics. 
4.1. EinSum Data Structures and Symmetry Facilities 
EinSum was developed preliminary to support, index notation, including the Einstein sum- 
mation convention. As explained in conjunction with equation (9), the convention implies a 
summation over repeated indices. 5 The precise semantics of EinSum index notation and the 
mechanisms 
Figure 1. Class structure for tensors represented on component form. EinTensor 
is parameterbed over a data type R, which is requested to have ring properties, so 
that the usual mathematical laws holds. Its components are indexed via elements in 
a specific EinIndexSpace 
IndexSpace 
int dim(); N N:o different indices 
int size(); // N:o independent indices 
int rank(); // N:o of ints in EinMultiInt 
EinMultiInt orbit(?vlultiInt); //Canonical element 
Sign sign(MultiInt); // Sign (l,O,l) of element 
int orbitSize(MuItiInt); // Size of orbit 
IndexSpace unrestricted(); // Returns index space with no symm 
begino; // Starts an iteration over canonical elements 
boo1 end(); // true if iteration finished 
operator++(); // iterates 
Figure 2. Part of the index space interface. 
“Actually, EinSum requires indices to be repeated as both upper and lower indices in order to imply summation 
This requirement support general tensors. In this paper, we treat all indices as lower indices, though. 
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for supporting it are described in [S]. In this paper, we concentrate on data structures relevant 
for our extensions to support symmetries. 
The core data structures of EinSum is depicted in Figure 1. These abstractions are similar 
to those found for instance in [9,10]. By separating the index space from the tensor, it is easier 
to support various indexing strategies. The tensor is responsible for its data and for providing 
tensor operations, whereas the index space provides various services according to the results in 
earlier sections. Part of the index space interface is shown in Figure 2. Notice the tight coupling 
between the earlier sections and this interface! For instance, an index space is requested to provide 
mappings from EinMultiInt, which is an individual element? in the index space, to the size of 
the orbit (cf. Definition 13), to the sign of the element (cf. Definition 15), and to the canonical 
element (cf. Definition 14). The canonical element depends, of course, on the ordering. The 
current implementation uses lexicographical ordering, for instance is z = (123) < J = (211). The 
lack of an explicit tensor space abstraction is motivated by the relation between tensor spaces and 
index spaces established in Proposition 17. In some situations, where coordinate free properties 
are important, an explicit tensor space abstraction could be advantageous, compare for instance 
with [I4]. 
The algorithms in Section 3 require iterators over the independent components of an index 
space. In EinSum, we currently support iteration over the nonzero canonical elements of an 
index space IS using the following notation: 
// Loop over all elements in IS 
for(IS.begin(); !IS.end(); IS++) { 
EinMultiInt mi = IS; // “Current” element 
// . . . 
1 
Note that an iteration over all components of an index space-not only the canonical elements- 
can be obtained using the corresponding unrestricted index space. 
4.2. The Index Space Hierarchy 
Support of index spaces with different symmetry properties may be achieved in various ways. 
Obviously, Proposition 17 may be used to create an index space with symmetries from two 
sets of permutations, taking Propositions 8 and 9 into account to verify that the given sets 
are compatible. In practice, however, some tensor symmetries are more common than other, 
and we have chosen to support symmetry variation via an index space hierarchy, illustrated in 
Figure 3. Subclasses of EinAbstractIndex provide concrete implementations of index spaces, 
including various ways of constructing them. In the hierarchy, we use inheritance for subtyping, 
EinAbstractIndexSpace 
EinIndexlD 
EinSymmIndexSpace EinToeplitzIndexSpace 
1 EinAsymmIndexSpace ] 1 EinNoSymmIndexSpace ] 
Figure 3. The index space interface. 
‘In earlier sections, we used the term “index” for elements in an index space. However, the term index is already 
occupied in EinSum, where EinIndex is used to express index notation. 
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which implies that specifications valid for the abstract base class also are valid for its subclasses. 
EinIndexld represents an index space of Rank 1. EinImplIndex is an implementation class that 
collects similarities between its subclasses, in order to promote reuse. This recursive aggregate 
is a variation of the composite pattern [15]. Subclasses of EinImplIndex represent no-symmetry, 
symmetry, antisymmetry, and Toeplitz symmetry. The subclass EinIndexSpace serves a special 
role. Using the proxy pattern [15], it serves as a proxy for a concrete index space. It allows the 
use of EinIndexSpace instead of a pointer to the abstract base class, which makes the memory 
management safer and the syntax cleaner. 
The recursive aggregate allows the representation of symmetry trees, which may be defined as 
follows. 
DEFINITION 21. A Rank n symmetry tree consists of nodes that are index spaces and contain 
symmetry information regarding their children. Its n leaves consist of index spaces of Rank 1, 
with specified distinct index positions. 
The nodes represent no-symmetry, symmetry, or antisymmetry. For symmetry and antisymme- 
try nodes, their children must have same structure. A Toeplitz index space requires two children 
with the same structure. Figure 4 illustrates how symmetry trees can be used for represent- 
ing several common tensor symmetries. Other kinds of symmetry nodes may also be described, 
for instance the symmetry of a Toeplitz matrix. The tensor package in Maple (Version 6) pro- 
vides symmetries according to some of these symmetries (a, d, e), but apparently not completely 
symmetric index spaces nor the symmetries of Hookes tensor. 
(4 (e) Legend 
Figure 4. Tensor symmetries represented as symmetry trees. Tree (a) is symmetric 
in 1 and 2, tree (b) is completely symmetric, tree (c) represents symmetries of Hookes 
tensor according to equation (l), tree (d) is antisymmetric in 2 and 3, and the final 
sample tree (e) is symmetric in in 12 and 34, but antisymmetric in 1 and 2, and 3 
and 4. 
// Declare index objects of dimension dim. 
EinIndexld I(dim) , J(dim) , K(dim) , L(dim) ; 
// Declare an index space array with various symmetries 
EinIndexSpace SAC] = { 
(I&J) IK, // Symm in index 1-2 
I&J&K&L, // Completely symmetric 
(I&J)&(K&L) , // Symm in index l-2, and 3-4, and (1,2)-(3,4) 
Il(J-K), // Antisymm in index 2-3 
(I-J)&(K-L), // Antisymm in index 1-2, and 3-4, and symn (1,2)-(3,4) 
1; 
Figure 5. Construction of index spaces in EinSum. These examples correspond to 
the symmetry trees of Figure 4. 
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In C++, operator overloading can be used to denote symmetry trees. EinSum overloads op- 
erator I, operator&, and operator-, to construct symmetric index trees with these kind of 
symmetries, with the restriction that the leaves must be ordered. The interpretation relies on 
the fact that children to symmetric nodes in the tree must have the same structure, and it is 
therefore possible to distinguish the case when a new child shall be added to a symmetric node, as 
in (I&J)&K, and the case where a new symmetric node shall be created, as in (I- J)&(K+L). More- 
over, the precedence of operator I is lower than that of operator& and operator-. The syntax 
therefore becomes very intuitive, as exemplified in Figure 5. EinSum also provides constructors 
for completely (anti)symmetric spaces given an index space, etc. 
4.3. Handling References Which Differ By Sign 
An important aspect of this paper is the ability to recognize the sign of an element, so that 
equation (5) can be used to store fewer elements. A simple way of utilizing this result in the 
design is to provide get and set methods in the tensor interface: 
R EinTensor::get(const EinMultiInt &mi); 
void EinTensor::set(const EinMultiInt &mi, const R& value); 
These methods would refer to the canonical element, taking the correct sign into accordance. 
Notice that the setting of an element changes all elements in the orbit. However, even though 
these specifications are easy to implement, the interface to tensor components become quite 
obscured. Usually, C++ programmers overload operator Cl as a subscript operator for arrays, 
in order to obtain a clear interface. In our case, the crux is that we cannot simply return a 
reference to the data (the canonical element), but we must also consider the sign according to 
Definition 15. 
This is currently achieved in EinSum by returning an object of an auxiliary class PlusMinus<R>, 
which holds a reference to the correct element and keeps track of its sign.7 The effect is that if an 
element with negative sign according to Definition 15 is set to a value w, the canonical element 
is set to --v. For example, suppose A is an antisymmetric tensor of Rank 2, mi represents the 
index z = (1,3) and mj represents J = (3,l). In EinSum, an assignment such as 
A[mjl = 45; 
would then have the effect that ACmj] refers to the canonical element, ACmil , with value -45. 
This technique makes it possible to treat tensors even in antisymmetric index spaces with a 
straight-forward syntax. 
5. APPLICATION EXAMPLES 
In this section, we demonstrate the close resemblance between a mathematical formulation of 
algorithms and sample implementations using the EinSum package. The algorithms of Section 3 
are written using the software that was outlined in Section 4. The code presented illustrates how 
symmetry support may be implemented and used to construct expressive code. 
5.1. Frobenius Norm 
The symmetry exploiting computation of the Frobenius norm (7) may be formulated using 
EinSum as follows. 
R frobenius(const EinTensor<R> &A) 
7An alternative solution would be to use a variation of the reference counting idiom 1161. 
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R ret = 0, value; 
EinIndexSpace AI = A.getIndexSpace(); 
for(AI.beginO; !AI.end(); AI.nextO) 
EinMultiInt mi = AI; 
value = A [mi] ; 
ret += AI.orbitSize(mi) * value * value; 
return sqrt (ret) ; 
Here, A is a’tensor whose elements is of type R, for instance a double precision floating point 
number, or an array of integers, etc. The loop over the appropriate index space AI is only over 
the canonical elements of the index space. The index space AI also plays the role of an iterator, 
and its current value is converted to the object mi. 
Of course, a version which does not exploit symmetries may be coded as follows: 
R frobeniusO(const EinTensor<R> &A) 
R ret = 0, value; 
EinIndexSpace AI = A.getUnrestrictedIndexSpaceO; 
for(AI.begin(); !AI.end(); AI.nextO) 
{ 
EinMultiInt mi 
value = A [mi] ; 
ret += value * 
= AI; 
value ; 
return sqrt (ret 1 ; 
5.2. General Symmetry Projection 
The following algorithm projects a tensor onto an index space with symmetries, according to 
formula (8). Tensor A is projected upon Tensor B. 
void applyProjection(const EinTensor<R> &A, EinTensorcR> &B> 
EinIndexSpace AI = A.getUnrestrictedIndexSpace(); 
EinIndexSpace BI = B.getIndexSpace(); 
// Zero B 
B(B1) = 0; 
for(AI.begin(); !AI.endO; AI.nextO > { 
EinMultiInt mi=AI; 
if(BI.sign(mi) != 0) { 
B[mi] += A[mi] / BI. orbitSize ; // 1 
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Notice, specifically, that B [mi] is sign aware. If BI . sign(mi) == -1, the effect of line // 1 is 
that the value of the canonical element decreases. 
5.3. Hodge Star 
Hodge star is a mapping between completely anti-symmetric spaces. The function below cor- 
responds to formula (10). The computation of mi is performed by converting the current value 
of the index space AI1 I AI2 according to the iterators AI1 and A12. 
void HodgeStar(const EinTensor4D &A, // Tensor in 
EinTensor<R> &starA) // Tensor out 
{ 
EinIndexSpace AI1 = A.getIndexSpaceO; 
EinIndexSpace AI2 = starA.getIndexSpaceO; 
EinIndexSpace IS = EinAsymmIndexSet(AIIlAI2); 
for(AIl.begin(); !AIi.endO; AIi++) { 
for(AI2.beginO; ! A12. end0 ; AI2++) { 
EinMultiInt mi = AIIlAI2; 
if(IS.sign(mi) != 0 > 
starA[AI2] = IS.sign(mi) * ALAI11 ; 
We remark that it is easy to code formula (9) as well. If we declare epsilon as a tensor over IS 
whose only independent value is 1, and compute invnf ac as the inverse of n!, n being the rank 
of AII, the following function employs the Einstein summation convention to compute *A. 
void HodgeStarO(const EinTensor<R> &A, // Tensor in 
EinTensorGD &starA) // Tensor out 
EinIndexSpace AI1 = A.getIndexSpaceO; 
EinIndexSpace AI2 = starA.getIndexSpaceO; 
EinIndexSpace IS = EinAsymmIndexSet(AIIIAI2); 
EinTensor<R> epsilon(IS, IS. rank0 , 0) ; 
epsilon(IS1 = 1; 
double invnfac = l./fac(AIl.rankO); 
starA(AI2) = invnfac * epsilon(AIlIAI2) * A(AI1); // 2 
Currently, EinSum utilizes symmetries in the assignment above (line // 2), but EinSum is not 
capable of utilizing symmetries automatically when computing the product. Here, more research 
is needed, in order to address general cases. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have studied tensor symmetries and related them to index space symmetries, useful for 
representing tensors in component form. We have shown how sets of permutations may be used 
to generate tensor spaces with symmetries, and how to define orbits and sign functions in their 
corresponding index spaces, in order to represent tensors efficiently. Index space symmetries 
may also be used for representing general arrays with known symmetries, i.e., arrays where the 
elements are related via some equivalence. One such example is a Toeplitz matrix with constant 
values on its diagonals. Basic concepts of algebra is useful for describing symmetries, for instance 
that elements that are “equivalent” belong to the same “orbit”. 
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Algorithms that exploit symmetries are presented. A trivial example is the computation of 
the Frobenius norm, where one only needs to use one element in each orbit. Another example 
is a projection algorithm, which includes (complete) symmetrization and antisymmetrization as 
general cases. It is proven that this is an optimal projection in the F’robenius norm. Our third 
sample algorithm is a formula for computing Hodge star, an invertible transform between two 
completely antisymmetric spaces. 
The algebraic concepts and the sample algorithms provide valuable input for software design. 
The mathematical machinery helps us to find appropriate abstractions, to find suitable names 
for the abstractions, and to specify their interfaces. This is illustrated by our discussion on 
the implementation of symmetries in EinSum. In this context, we presented symmetry trees as 
a suitable tool for expressing common tensor symmetries, both as a graphical notation and in 
actual code. We also discussed the handling of references to data which differ only by sign. 
To illustrate that the EinSum implementation is a convenient tool for dealing with tensor 
symmetries, implementation of the algorithms discussed above were presented. Overall, we believe 
that the examples demonstrate that the concepts we have developed and the software we have 
implemented are able to handle general tensor symmetries, an important consideration in many 
applications. EinSum can therefore serve as a test bed for research on symmetry exploitation. 
More research is needed, though, for instance with respect to efficiency. One interesting issue 
here is the possibilities for the computer system to automatically deduce an efficient algorithm, 
depending on the particular symmetries at hand. 
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